C onventional wisdom holds that building highend business applications is unavoidably difficult because applications and the technology for implementing them are complex. Empirical evidence from real projects amply reinforces this conclusion. It can be argued that spiraling technical complexity makes it difficult to focus on the application's core business problem.
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Traditional business applications are characterized by some or all of the following:
• large volumes of application data that is typically stored in a relational database; • large amounts of user interface code to give a diverse set of users access to services and data in a variety of ways; • well-defined business policies that must be enforced regardless of who works with the application and how; and • the need to scale up to large numbers of users in a diverse and potentially distributed environment.
As a result, building business applications requires technical knowledge about database design, entity relationship or object modeling, GUI design, middleware technology, programming languages, operating systems, prototyping tools, and so on. Pulling together a development environment and a knowledgeable team capable of tackling a large application can be a major hurdle in starting a new project.
Application development today
The root of the business application development problem is the increased expectation for high-end business applications-technology is becoming more complex, and current development tools are not adequate for the task.
Lack of powerful tools. Development tools generally do not provide application builders with adequately high-level constructs within a rich and mature architectural and design context. Thus applications must be constructed from implementation fragments many levels of abstraction below the actual business problem.
Current tools do not adequately hide technological complexity. On the contrary, technology and its inherent complexity are frequently promoted as a feature of a given environment rather than hidden as a low-level implementation detail. Many tools are very specialized, addressing only a small portion of the overall development problem, and many such tools must be marshaled to create a cohesive environment that covers the development cycle and the application's architectural extent.
Application construction therefore remains a programming-intensive job, with the bulk of an application's code tied up in low-level "plumbing": moving data in and out of the database, rendering data in the user interface, manipulating the UI, capturing user actions and forwarding them to the "real" implementation, and so on. Furthermore, most of this code is tightly coupled to the underlying technology-specific windowing platforms, databases, distributed processing, and middleware products.
Effects on the development process. Several phenomena that result from this code-intensive approach affect the forward and iterative momentum of the development cycle, the overall productivity of the process, and ultimately the quality of the application.
Analysis and design materials initially developed to specify the application normally exist outside the implementation, and it requires extensive programming work to convert them into a running, testable system. With separate groups responsible for two bodies of work, the potential for miscommunication and error is great, and the result is a slow rate of iteration through the specify/design/build/test cycle.
Because the technology is complex and there is much code to write, a large development team with a diverse set of skills and considerable programming capacity is required. The very size of the team introduces communication, process, and administrative overhead that affects overall productivity.
Because the process takes so long to produce a working application, user feedback tends to come very late in the cycle. This latency means that constructive or corrective user feedback comes at a time when incorporating changes has already become expensive.
Objectives for a better environment
Complicated prototyping tools may help with early rapid iteration, but they result in throw-away mockups that quickly lose sync with the application as it evolves. To reach a new level of productivity and quality in application building, we need something better. What's required is an environment that
• is geared specifically toward rapidly constructing high-quality business applications; • provides cohesive coverage of an iterative, teambased development cycle; • effectively hides technological complexity and focuses on the application problem; and • allows a significant portion of the application to be specified without resorting to programming, thereby allowing for better leverage of business analysts who understand application requirements but are not technology experts.
To begin, let's sketch out a simple business application and consider what an "ideal" approach to specifying it might be. From this basic example, design and process patterns will emerge that allow for the specification of a comprehensive environment that meets these criteria. pany as a whole.
• Each business unit manages its own sales orders, and each sales order satisfies a single customer.
• Each sales order includes a collection of detail lines.
This toy application is not intended to demonstrate the limits of application sophistication, but to provide a reasonably concrete example of basic components of an application's specification. I have assumed that a set of basic decisions about the target runtime environment have been made (for example, its windowing system, programming language, database, and so forth).
The object model Each box represents a different type of business object. An object's properties are shown within its box, including both its name and its type in italics. Relationships between classes are depicted as arrows with labels indicating the two classes involved and a relationship type in italics. The next two sections illustrate ways to enhance the object model's semantic content and prepare for a discussion of how to use this model for building a running application. The figure shows that there are different relationship types, just as there are different data types. Our example refers to two relationship types: Owns and References One. The intended meaning of each can be inferred from a commonsense consideration of how these business objects would behave in the real world.
Relationship semantics
Sales order/lines are a typical example of the header/detail pattern common in business applications. One would expect a newly created sales order to have no lines initially, that the end user can then add as many line items as required, and that each line belongs to exactly one sales order. It is not legitimate for a line to exist that does not belong to a sales order. Finally, when a sales order is deleted from the database, the lines that it owns should also be deleted.
The owns relationship clearly implies containment semantics and a cardinality such that a sales order can have zero or more lines and a line must have one and only one sales order parent. Containment drives deep deletion behavior as described. The existence of many such levels of containment in an object model defines a containment hierarchy.
The expected behavior of the Sales Order References One Customer relationship is simply that each sales order is required to reference the customer who placed the order. Conversely, the customer object should be able to determine what order it has placed through this relationship. Deletion of a sales order should obviously not cause the referenced customer object to be deleted even when the sales order happens to be the last for that customer-repeat business is presumably desirable. This relationship is therefore considered to have reference rather than containment semantics.
Object semantics
Considering the difference between a sales order and its lines, we notice that important information about the nature and behavior of these objects is missing. For example, an end user would probably identify a specific sales order by some unique number field.
To support such identification, the modeling constructs should let us flag attributes and relationships as constituents of the object's name, which raises the question of how we should structure the name. For Sales Order, flagging the Is Owned By Business Unit relationship and the Number attribute as high-and low-order parts (respectively) of the sales order class' name implies that sales order numbers are unique within a business unit.
Controlling update access to application data is another important aspect of business systems. If a particular user is changing a sales order, the system should prevent another user from gaining update access to the same sales order or its lines. The business unit class should also enforce an exclusive update mechanism, but in this case it should not propagate down to its Owned Sales Orders. Just because one user is making a change to a business unit object's address, the system should not lock everyone else out and prevent them from changing, creating, or deleting sales order objects.
Distinguishing between primary and secondary objects is a way to partition a containment hierarchy into a set of locking hierarchies: Primary objects are eligible to be independently locked (for exclusive update access) but secondary objects are not; a primary object recursively locks all nonprimary objects in its containment hierarchy. By flagging business unit, sales order, and customer as primary objects, and sales order lines as secondary, the desired semantic is captured.
WHAT'S IN AN OBJECT MODEL?
The object model can be thought of as a contextindependent definition of an important part of the application specification: The richer the modeling conThe object model can be thought of as a contextindependent definition of an important part of the application specification.
structs, the more of an application that can be captured. As an exercise in analysis, design, and system documentation, this is an important part of building an application. However, if the model is left as passive documentation, much additional work must be done with prototyping tools, programming environments, GUI-building tools, database tools, and so on to get a working application that can be tested for its appropriateness in solving the business problem.
A rich modeling environment captures so much salient information that it is tempting to consider how it can be used during development to build a running application more quickly and correctly.
Developing the application
Three-tier architectures are becoming an increasingly accepted way to help structure an application and organize the development process. As a design pattern, 1,2 a logical three-tier architecture attempts to divide the application into three interconnected parts:
• A client tier that presents the application's UI to its end users.
• A business tier that provides application services and enforces business policy.
• A persistence tier that deals with long-term storage of application data.
This begs the question of how to map the object model onto each of the three tiers. Figure 2 provides an initial framework within which to approach this problem. The figure shows a set of database tables on the persistence tier corresponding to the modeled objects. The business tier shows a sample C++ declaration of the BusinessUnit class inheriting behavior from the persistence framework. The client tier shows a concrete example of what the user interface for the business unit class might look like.
Persistence tier. Assume that application data must be stored in a relational database. We can infer a reasonable database schema from the object model by mapping classes to tables and attributes to columns. Relationships can be more complex, involving foreign key references, relator tables, or other forms of database design, including referential integrity constraints. The meaning of the relationship type would normally indicate a particular representation. In addition, recognizing the Name parts of an object allows for uniqueness constraints on the appropriate columns.
What is often referred to as the object-to-relational mapping problem presents some interesting challenges, including handling abstract classes and complex relationship and data types. Clearly the degree of complexity depends on the sophistication of the object modeling constructs.
Whatever the details of the mapping, we can implement a schema-generation tool that transforms an object model into a set of SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements that construct a database schema capable of storing the application data. In fact there are a number of such tools on the market today.
Business classes. We must recognize that while the object model has captured many important aspects of the business objects, some of which imply basic behavior such as deep deletion and locking control, no provision has been made for expressing complex business logic required by an application. This includes a spectrum of behaviors-from validating an object's individual data fields to performing complex procedural logic or calculations in which many business objects collaborate.
Because of the open-endedness of complex logic, it is difficult to capture business logic in a modeling form, and the flexibility of a programming language is required. However, all handwritten code requires a context that provides a name space defining the business objects in the system, as well as the built-in facilities and features of the runtime environment.
As with the persistence tier, we can build a code generator that produces C++ classes corresponding to the modeled objects. The properties and relationships can be expressed in terms of member data and access methods that may change their form, depending on the data or relationship type involved. The declaration of the BusinessUnit class in Figure 2 shows how atomic data types (Name, Address) and collectiontype relationships (Customers) are handled differently.
The resulting classes need to provide placeholders into which handwritten business logic can be inserted. When these classes are exercised in the executable environment, the business logic must be factored into the objects' behavior.
Numerous issues must be addressed before these generated classes become fully functional, including getting data in and out of the database, enforcing the semantics of the underlying modeling constructs, and hooking in hand-coded business logic. Addressing these issues requires a well-structured framework for business objects that involves a code generation tool and reusable libraries that provide common services to support the runtime context. UI tier. This tier presents the visual representation of the application to end users and gives them a way to access and control the application's data and functionality. User interfaces are normally constructed using GUI tools that provide a palette of controls and graphical metaphors such as toolbars and menus. Once this is done and the result is saved as a GUI resource, programmers must incorporate code to drive these user interfaces and manage the flow of data and processing control between the UI and the underlying business objects.
However, this approach does not make very good use of the information captured in the object model. For one thing, developers can construct the UI in a way that is inconsistent with the object model. For example, the wrong type of control could be selected to represent a given attribute or relationship. Perhaps more importantly, it requires additional development effort to get a live, running version of a UI connected to real business objects.
A better approach would establish a clear correspondence between UI elements and the business objects themselves. Therefore, consider an approach in which the UI is built directly from the object model rather than from a palette of controls.
For a given client technology, we assume a GUI construction tool that presents the designer with a palette containing the business object's properties and relationships, rather than just a generic set of control types. The tool lets the designer create one or more views for each modeled business object, and each such view is a GUI panel that might be anything from a simple dialog box to a full-featured window with menus and toolbars. A view is built by dragging attributes and relationships from the object model palette onto the view surface, with each modeling element resulting in a particular graphical element.
Building the UI this way lets the environment provide a sensible default control type that is appropriate for the given data or relationship type. In addition, it automatically associates each UI element with its underlying object-modeling element. Building the object's UI from its model eliminates both the manual effort normally involved in making the UI work and any possible inconsistency between the UI and the model.
The approach is not limited to handling primitive data types, in which the mapping from model to UI is usually obvious (that is, a date type results in a specialized date control). Consider what needs to happen when the Business Unit Owns Sales Orders relationship is dragged onto the UI representing a business unit object. This relationship represents the collection of sales orders associated with a given business unit, so we would expect a list-box control in which each row represents a sales order and each column represents a property of the sales order. Such a list is shown in the example UI snapshot of Figure 2 .
What makes this problem somewhat more complex is that effective UI layout requires degrees of freedom that accommodate the general standards and guidelines for a UI in a given situation as well as the stylistic preferences of the designers. While a given object model will unambiguously determine the generated C++ code and database schema, there is a need for flexible design in laying out the UI.
In terms of an implementation, we will temporarily assume that this GUI construction tool generates a resource-based definition of the UI layout and that some amount of C++ code implements each of the views. As with the business tier, we will assume that the generated code exists in the context of a framework (MFC for Windows, for example) that assists in the implementation of the runtime context. 
A better
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Provided that the UI and business object frameworks are robust enough, the tools and development steps just covered are sufficient, in principle, to yield a running application, given that
• a database schema has been generated from the object model, so there's a place for application data to be stored; • C++ business classes have been generated from the model and are implemented in the context of a framework that enables them to interact properly with the database; and • the UI layout is specified and correlated back to the underlying business objects in the context of a framework that yields a fully functioning UI.
Thus, an end user has a fully three-tier application that provides a user interface through which he can gain access to application services and data on the business and persistence tiers without having to write any code. While a number of technology details and design decisions clearly must be worked out to achieve a real implementation, the ability to produce applications this way should give us the incentive to consider the possibilities.
FLESHING OUT THE ENVIRONMENT
The approach discussed so far provides a rough template for structuring an application development environment. It now needs to be rounded out and refined.
Enrichment
The object modeling and UI design elements discussed so far have all stemmed directly from the simple example. Of course, a serious environment would require a rich and extensible set of elements that provides adequate coverage of common things found in business domains, including many business-oriented data types (price, currency, unit of measure), semantically rich relationship types (hierarchy, references many), and a complementary set of GUI elements (a tree control representing the hierarchy relationship, for example) that can accommodate all of their corresponding modeling counterparts. Advanced modeling constructs defined in the United Modeling Language and other modeling languages could also be supported. 3, 4 In addition, we must provide a well-rounded set of facilities and services to support business logic programming. These must reinforce the programming model with facilities that allow business logic to be implemented in the context of the middle tier, and therefore remain independent of the GUI and database tiers as much as possible. Because business logic is an integral part of the overall behavior of business objects, the generated business classes must provide enough hooks to allow business logic with adequate control. The bottom line is that a rich and robust framework 5 for business objects must be provided to allow real applications to be built.
Adding a repository
A development repository can be added to the environment to support storage of the object model. The repository's implementation is a secondary concernit can be a file system, or a relational or object database-but it must be sufficiently robust. Because large-scale applications require teams to build them, a scalable environment requires the repository to support multiple developers.
Iterative development cycle
During application development, failure to allow for iteration in the cycle is guaranteed to result in problems. 6 Without iteration, mistakes made early on propagate and compound, and both the application and the process are compromised. What is the cycle through which we wish to iterate? Three distinct tasks have been identified so far:
• Object modeling. The schema and code generation steps are considered incidental, and the environment should automate them to prevent human error. Object modeling provides the context-independent structural definition of the application's objects.
ObjectQuest Environment
An example of a commercial development tool that takes the approach outlined in this article is ObjectQuest's ObjectQuest 2.0.
1 It represents an attempt to provide a set of modeling and GUI elements, a repository, developer tools, code and schema generators, and runtime components suitable for building business applications.
Currently, this tool is in beta, so its benefit remains to be established. However, some early indications are emerging from beta program participants. One beta customer reengineered an existing business system that included human resources, maintenance management, procurement, spare parts, and inventory modules. In total, approximately 150 business classes were modeled, and 300 individual GUI panels (more complex objects tend to have numerous views) were laid out. A running application including the above, but without any business logic, was produced in about three weeks. Once the object model stabilized, business logic programming began. The application's estimated code volume is expected to be approximately one-tenth that of the older implementation.
Reference
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• User interface design. This can only be done once an object model is available. Again, mechanistic steps are assumed to be automatic.
• Business logic programming. Business logic also can only proceed once the object model is defined and the corresponding business classes generated.
The first two of these steps are required to get the application running to the extent that the development and runtime contexts can support it. The third step augments its built-in capabilities beyond this base level. As implied by the sample application, a very substantial part of the application can be specified through object modeling alone; building a UI from this model lets users see the resulting application and validate its basic structure. For many traditional business applications that invariably involve numerous forms and lists, this represents a big enough part of the application problem that the development cycle can go a long way toward usability testing before the need to write business logic becomes pressing.
Because the implementation details of the business logic depend on the object model, and because writing code is generally slower than doing object modeling, it is worthwhile to encourage a development cycle that promotes rapid stabilization of the object model before a lot of business logic starts to appear.
Schema generation revisited. Further object modeling changes may be required even after an application has had its schema generated. In the event that extensive test data has been captured within an application database, the environment can make things simpler by allowing for an incremental schema generation run. In this mode, the existing application database structure is analyzed and compared with the schema that would be generated from the object model as it stands with additional changes, and only the incremental changes required by the modeling changes would be incorporated. This form of schema update can also support upgrading an alreadydeployed application.
Business object code generation revisited. As objectmodeling changes are made, the corresponding business classes need to be regenerated. Business logic already incorporated into those classes must be smoothly carried forward to the next generation of the business class, avoiding the need to transfer handwritten code manually. In practice, however, business logic can often become syntactically incorrect due to modeling changes (as when a line of code references an attribute that no longer exists), so programmer intervention will often be required before the modeling change can be seen in a running application.
Another practical issue is that of code volume. Even with increasingly fast computers, compile times for very large source code decks can be lengthy and degrade the speed of the iterative cycle. This alone makes it worthwhile to minimize the amount of code generated in the business classes. However, a more important opportunity presents itself.
An active repository
Instead of trying to generate business classes that are relatively self-sufficient and rely only on environment-specific APIs, what if we were to make the generated class as skeletal as possible? What if we were to provide only placeholders for business logic, excluding the "guts" of the implementation required to drive the object's behavior? This apparent paradox is easily resolved by providing a runtime component that represents the business object framework and has access to the repository at runtime. The repository is therefore not just a development-time entity.
This might seem counterintuitive, but how much relatively redundant code can be eliminated with a runtime component that implements the base framework for business objects and can generically drive their behavior by being aware of their object model? Obvious behavior such as retrieving object data from the database and writing modified data back, as well as other implied behavior such as deep deletion, locking semantics, object creation, validation, and other life-cycle steps can all be implemented generically and driven directly from the object model.
Reuse the pattern. The same technique can be applied to the user interface. Whereas before the UI layout data was generated into a standard GUI resource format along with code that implemented the necessary behavior, assume instead that the UI layout is actually stored within the repository. Further, assume that, as with the business object tier, there exists a runtime component for the client tier that implements a framework for UIs in terms of a specific technology and is connected to the repository at runtime. The client runtime components build the user interface on the fly directly from the UI layout specification in the repository, dynamically creating windows attached to their corresponding business object data elements.
Why it is better. Designing a sophisticated framework-particularly one that is driven by data, as described above-is clearly more difficult than just writing or generating the code directly. What justifies the additional effort? Three factors stand out:
• Rapid iteration. By avoiding time-consuming code generation and compilation cycles, the application builder can move much more fluidly through the model/build UI/run application cycle.
• Application flexibility. This point applies only to the UI, but it's a powerful feature. Because the UI layout is captured in the form of data (in the repository) rather than as technology-specific code, we can change the UI layout simply by altering its definition in the repository.
• Technological independence. By providing runtime components that provide an implementation of the repository specification in terms of a particular technology, and further by generating only skeletal classes for the business logic to be inserted into, we isolate the application's implementation from specific technology. In effect, the runtime components encapsulate the technology, allowing the application itself to be deployed in a variety of environments. Figure 3 provides an overall picture of the environment we have "grown" out of the initial simple example.
JUMPING OUT OF THE SYSTEM
There is a general acceptance that a silver bullet does not exist for solving the software problem. Each methodology, technology, framework, and language seeks to contribute to the overall progress of software evolution, and the environment described in this article is no different.
Theoretical underpinnings
Clearly, this approach relies heavily on the strengths of object modeling as a key component of the application specification. We argue that the richer the set of modeling constructs, the larger the part of the application specification that can be captured.
Grammars and isomorphisms.
None of the following items taken individually is an application: the model, the UI layout, business classes and their underlying programming language, or the DDL that defines the database schema. However, we can view each as a kind of grammar with a particular structure and set of keywords, lexical rules, and so on.
The UI layout specification, C++ business classes, and database schema can be said to be implementation grammars that, when placed in the appropriate technological context, do in effect constitute the application. The model grammar can be said to be relatively context-independent, as it relies largely on an isomorphism to the human semantic model of what application development is about.
This approach attempts to
• Abstract as much of the application specification as possible into the model by making its underlying grammar semantically rich. • Define mappings, or isomorphisms, between the model grammar and the three implementation grammars.
• Provide a repository front-ended by development tools that give developers the means to specify the application in terms of these grammars and enforce the isomorphisms between them.
• Provide a technology-specific executable environment consisting of runtime components that access the repository-based application specification, implement the behavior intended by the specification grammars, and thus drive the application. Code/Data boundary. The object-modeling and UIconstruction grammars basically allow a significant proportion of the application specification to be expressed in a declarative form, rather than programmatically through code. This works well when the modeling and UI languages are powerful enough to handle real problems. Furthermore, by providing runtime components that have repository data available to them, the architecture can implement the necessary behavior generically rather than generating large volumes of code into self-sufficient business and GUI classes. We can also view it as an isomorphism between code and data.
The power of the declarative approach rests on its ability to capture higher level semantics in a very terse form (such as a single bit representing primaryness of an object). This in turn relies on a well-defined context in which to interpret the atoms of the various grammars involved (how does a primary object behave in the UI? as a middle-tier object? on the database?) and the implementation to support the desired behavior encapsulated in the runtime components.
Limitations of the approach
Perhaps the key limiting factor in this approach is that the specification of the various grammars implies a certain closed-endedness to the space of possibilities. Even when the grammars are made extensible along some of the obvious dimensions (data types, control types, and so on), there remain integral features of the grammar that constrain what the system can do. In a sense, the approach's ability to capture high-level semantics is a double-edged sword: It provides leverage but takes away choice.
This can be compensated for by opening the system up through a carefully designed business object framework in which business logic can not only augment but also override default behavior implied by the model and supported by the runtimes. But even here, the grammar and the framework define what is easy and what is hard, and by implication they constrain the environment's scope to traditional business applications.
Another important limitation follows from the fact that the runtime components are required to render the application in a given technology. There are a lot of different technologies, many of which do not interoperate well. The challenge, therefore, is to implement runtime components that cover an adequate range of platforms for the application to be deployed as required. For example, the programming details for interacting with different relational databases vary considerably, even when ODBC is used. Thus, it may be difficult to provide adequate technological coverage for the application. The flip side, of course, is that without this approach the code would have to be written by hand anyway, but in this event shortcuts can be taken with a knowledge of the particular requirements.
All this fundamentally relates back to the problem of designing frameworks that are rich enough to make problem solving easier than if frameworks weren't used. Moreover, to justify the effort required to build frameworks in the first place, they must be flexible enough to solve many problems. S oftware development is gradually outgrowing its primordial roots: Instead of feeding instructions into a computer in its own language, we are becoming able to express what we want in increasingly human terms.
On the other hand, technology is becoming more complex, making it increasingly difficult to put maturing software specification disciplines to work. The software community needs ways to benefit from new technology without losing sight of the business problem that motivates its development. Application developers need higher level constructs to specify an application and map that specification onto a particular implementation technology. More highly evolved development tools like the one described in this article are one way to accomplish this. y
